Subaru exhaust diagram

The diagram above click it for larger version shows the Newage style exhaust system. This is a
six piece exhaust with two pieces manifold [also called headers] and up pipe before the turbo
and four pieces down pipe with catalytic converter, link pipe with catalytic converter, centre
pipe with resonator and back box silencer after the turbo. The up pipe contains a precatalytic
converter often called the front cat STi versions do not have a catalytic converter in the up pipe.
The earlier cars and Jap imports were very similar but usually had a three piece exhaust after
the turbo, the down pipe 2 and mid pipe 2 sometimes called a link pipe were made as one piece
with only one catalytic converter and the rear catalytic converter was in the centre pipe 3 often
called the rear exhaust pipe just to confuse people. On the newage vehicles the rear exhaust
pipe 3 centre section contains a resonator not a catalytic converter. The exhaust gases leave
the engine via the exhaust ports of the heads and enter the left and right exhaust manifold often
called headers. The left hand exhaust gases having to travel through the front exhaust pipe
called a cross tube before combining with the exhaust gases in the right manifold. It is this
difference in distance that the exhaust gases have to travel that gives the Subaru flat four
engine it's distinctive 'burble'. After combining the exhaust gases travel up the up pipe to the
turbo where if the exhaust gases are moving fast enough usually at rpm depending on the turbo
the gases will turn the turbine. The turbine is attached to a shaft which is also attached to the
compressor wheel so the faster the turbine turns the faster the compressor wheel turns and
forces more air into the engine which causes more and faster exhaust gases. After passing
through the turbo the exhaust gasses enter the downpipe where the catalytic converter
processes the gasses turning harmful carbon monoxide, nitrogen Oxide and Hydrocarbon into
less harmful carbon dioxide, Nitrogen and steam water. If your engine is running to rich or too
lean then there will be so much pollutants that the catalytic converter will not be able to cope
and your car will fail an emissions test. There are sensors in the exhaust to monitor the
emissions see next article. After passing through the down pipe the gases pass through a
second catalytic converter and then through a resonator chamber which helps to quieten the
exhaust and then through the muffler silencer, backbox which also helps to quieten the noise
from the exhaust. The exhaust on a car provides many restrictions on the airflow. Starting with
the manifold headers at each joint the hole in one part must match exactly with the next part
and due to manufacturing processes the holes may not match up by as much as 2 or 3mm and
the insides of the pipes may be very rough. This all helps to slow the gas flow. Porting is a
process where the rough and uneven sufaces are smoothed out and the exit hole of each
section is opened up to ensure the gas flows smoothly from one section to another. The STI
does not have the restriction of the up pipe cat and many Subaru owners change the up pipe
and link pipe with straight through decat pipes to remove the restrictive cats and either keep the
down pipe cat or replace the down pipe with a cat-less version not road legal and will fail an
MOT or change it for a cell high flow cat pipe not legal to carry out this procedure 1 on cars
registered after March A high flow cat down pipe is an exhaust which contains a special
catalytic converter that allows the air to pass through it at a high rate. The difference in
horsepower between a decat down pipe and a cell high flow cat down pipe is around 4 to 10bhp
points and may pass an MOT but has to get hot first. There are a number of high flow cats on
the market that do not last very long and really struggle to get through an MOT emissions test.
Subaru exhaust. Legacy Exhausts. The Subaru Impreza Exhaust explained. Inside a catalytic
converter are metals like platinum, Palladium and Rhodium. Although these precious metals are
a catalyst they do eventully become used up although very slowly. A normal catalytic converter
should last the life of the car but other factors can cause them to fail premeaturely. Decat - To
map or not to map Removing some or all of the catalytic converters by replacing them with
straight through decat pipes enables the exhaust gases to flow more freely through the exhaust
which means the turbo can be moved faster by the faster flowing exhaust gases. The risk that
this poses is that as explained in the turbo section a faster moving turbo will force more air into
the engine causing the balance of air and petrol mix flowing into the engine to be upset.
Although the engine management system will try to compensate by using the sensors on the
car to calculate the changes it is quite possible that the increased airflow will cause this mixture
to be lean too much air and not enough fuel. This can cause the engine to run hotter than
intended and can result in engine failure. Therefore if you are intending to remove some or all of
the cats and uprating your air filter to a higher flowing air filter it is recommended that you have
the engine management system reconfigured ECU remap to take account of the increased air
flow. Changing the exhaust alone will increase the bhp but the most gains will be made by
having it properly remapped. If, for example you gain 15bhp by changing the exhaust and air
filter then you may be able to gain 40bhp if you had it remapped as well bhp figures are an
example only. Also new legislation regarding fitting catalytic converters to cars registered after
1st March Cats fitted to these vehicles must be "type approved for the vehicle" for road use,

therefore all aftermarket non "type approved" cats fitted to vehicles registered after this date
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example only. Also new legislation regarding fitting catalytic converters to cars registered after
1st March Cats fitted to these vehicles must be "type approved for the vehicle" for road use,
therefore all aftermarket non "type approved" cats fitted to vehicles registered after this date
must be considered for off road use only. BRZ - GT Keep Your Screen Clear With. Hello All,
Recently my Subaru Legacy has been producing a lot of noise at idol and on acceleration. After
some probing, I found an exhaust leak underneath the cabin. The leak is from a degraded
gasket between two pipes in the exhaust system. This instructable will detail how to repair the
exhaust flange gasket between the rear catalytic converter and the Catback. A video is included
at the end showing the major steps of the repair. What the heck is a Catback? The top image is
a diagram of an exhaust system from a car much nicer than mine. For this instructable we will
focus on the joint between the rear exhaust pipe and the midpipe. The Cat-back refers to all
exhaust components behind the last catalytic converter. The joint between the rear catalytic
converter and the cat-back is connected by two flanges with a spring and bolt kit. The problem I
am experiencing is two fold. The gasket between the cat-back and the midpipe is completely
worn out. Additionally, the flange on the midpipe is completely rusted through and not
serviceable. What I decided to do is cut off the old rusted flange on the cat-back side, clean up
the pipe, replace the gasket, and use a split-flange to connect the midpipe to the cat-back.
PARTS Exhaust flange gasket - sometimes called a donut gasket New exhaust spring bolt kit Can reuse old spring bolt kit if it's not rusted out Split Flange - Make sure the inner diameter is
large enough to go around the midpipe. The bolt holes also have to line up with the bolt holes
on the cat-back flange. If you don't have one of the power tools ask your folks, friends, or
neighbors. Heck, they may even help out. Dremel tool with metal cutting wheel - used to cut
rusted flange off midpipe and spring bolt kit if rusted on. An angle grinder would be best but a
handsaw may work in a pinch. A good wire hand brush would do the same. Ready, lets do this! I
suggest spraying the spring bolt kit and the heat shield bolts with penetrating oil a couple days
before the job. Raise the front wheels up. If you use a hydraulic lift make sure to use jack
stands. The jack can fail and lower the car, right onto you! Remove any heat shields in the way
and the spring bolt kit. If the bolts are rusted on, cut them off. Remove the old exhaust flange
gasket and any other debris present. Pay attention to the gasket orientation as the new one will
need to be placed in the same orientation. Cut the rusted flange off the midpipe. The part of the
flange closest to the pipe should still be solid. It is important that there is a raised ring of metal
on the midpipe, this is what will hold the split flange onto the midpipe. Remove any loose rust
from the face of the cat-back flange and the midpipe with the Dremel wire brush. You can use a
file to smooth out any sharp points left over from the cut off midpipe flange. Has anyone seen
my basement fix, C Flange Bracket, for exhaust flanges? This really works. I had to fix my leaks
or my truck wouldnt pass inspection. Take a look. Works on various flanges, flat, doughnut, 2 or
more bolts arrangements. Search videos for C Flange Bracket. Pretty good 'Ible! My 96 Outback
has gotten to the point when its cold out, you can see the exhaust going up under the hood.
Getting fumes inside as well. Thanks for explaining the need for flex, as I wondered why it
wasn't simply wielded on. Gonna go fix it as soon as I get the stuff. Introduction: Subaru
Exhaust Leak Repair. By STLmaker Follow. More by the author:. Insert the new donut gasket.
Assemble the new spring bolt kit or old if salvaged. Note: The split flange will be a little farther
away from the cat-back flange due to it being behind the old flange. If the bolts are to short due
to the spring tension us a "C" clamp to compress the springs and attach the bolt. Did you make
this project? Share it with us! I Made It! Giant Saw Blade Table! JoePublicVA 3 years ago. Reply
Upvote. Hobert Kennedy pioneered the Subaru to Vanagon engine swap, the Subaru engine
proved to be an excellent choice because it fits the compartment like it belongs there and
provides a good increase in horsepower and reliability. Kennedy Engineered Products
manufactures over a hundred different engines to the Vanagon transaxle but nothing fits as well
as the Subaru engine in this vehicle. Many owners have stated they love the vehicle. The lack of
adequate power was the only real complaint. Since then, owners have added to the complaint of
poor engine reliability and cost of engine repairs. Common expense is two thousand to three
thousand dollars to rebuild a VW waterboxer and that is largely due to the high price of parts.
Good used VW engine are scarce because the vehicles outlast the engines. After a couple
short-lived engine rebuilds, most owners give up having them repaired. In September , we
applied for California smog approval of this adaptation. This required two years of testing, after
which a satisfactory combination of clean exhaust, quiet sound and low backpressure were
attained. Your modified Vanagon can now be taken to a local smog station instead of the state
referee. It requires that the Subaru engine be used complete, from its air flow meter to its O2
sensor except for exhaust manifold piping and optional section of the intake air duct. A check
engine light must be installed on the dash. The Vanagon charcoal canister is retained. The
CARB Executive order refers to a complete kit, and is to be sold this way, not as individual

components. Kits will include copies of the Executive Order and a self-adhesive label to be
attached to the body in the engine compartment. Individual pricing of the parts is available for
out of state applications as well as for customers wanting them for use on other model or year
Volkswagens that do not need to be CARB compliant. The Executive Order does not cover and
earlier vans, the air inlet duct interferes with the gasoline tank on these vehicles. The principal
tools necessary for removal are: Philips screwdriver, dikes wire cutters 10mm, 12mm, 15mm
and 17mm wrenches both socket and open end. For this installation, it must include the rubber
motor mounts, O2 sensor, throttle cable, air duct and air flow meter in addition to the engine
computer with its four plugs and associated wiring. If your Vanagon has power steering and air
conditioning then you will want these pumps on the engine. There are three other small items
that must not be forgotten. The ignition relay and fuel pump relay are located near the computer
above the drivers left knee. These little items are expensive if you must buy them. There will be
a small wire harness on the engine. The computer harness should come from the same car or
the two large square gray plugs may not match. Removing the wiring harness requires
removing the entire dash from the Subaru and removing the left front fender or at least the
apron under the fender. The headlight wires may be cut behind the fender near the front after
they separate from the engine sensor wires. Another bundle of 15 wires going to the tail lights
can be cut. The fuse and relay box is not necessary so all these wires can be cut or just remove
the box. Temporarily save the gray 67 pin firewall connectors in the harness. If the harness
came from an automatic car then it has 35 wires going to a box that looks like the engine
computer. You may cut all those wires and leave that box at the wrecking yard. Most of the
water hoses from the Subaru and VW will be useful. You will not need any of the Subaru
exhaust system except the O2 sensor. The pipes hang down too low and go the wrong
direction. Manual Engine Adapter Kit. The basic adapter kit consists of an adapter plate,
flywheel, pilot bearing and hardware to bolt the bare engine block to the bare transaxle.
Automatic Engine Adapter Kit. The basic adapter kit consists of an adapter plate, flexplate and
hardware to bolt the bare engine block to the bare transaxle. Wiring Instructions. The stock VW
starter is very marginal at cranking the high compression engine. When ordering please specify
if your Vanagon is manual or automatic. This absorbs engine vibration so you have a quieter
vehicle than with VW power. Exhaust Manifold Set. Our exhaust manifold set is stainless steel.
The original Subaru exhaust pipes hang as low as the oil pan and end up toward the front of the
van. Catalytic Converter and Muffler. Muffler Bracket. Air Filter and Housing. An exposed paper
air filter could be used, but our air filter box is designed to muffle the intake howl this engine
produces. Noise in the back of the van was reduced from 90db to 76db. The air flow meter bolts
to the aluminum part of our air filter housing. Air Duct. Heat Shield. Radiator Petcocks. The
stock radiator system is much easier to bleed with a couple petcocks, one located at the
radiator and one at the surge tank. More details come with our instructions. When ordering
please specify what year your Vanagon surge tank is from. Auto Throttle Bracket. The amount
of travel of the throttle rod on an automatic Vanagon matches the necessary travel for the
Subaru throttle body, but the direction is backward. By looping the stock Subaru cable back on
itself, the direction is corrected and works fine. Support it with a bracket which is bolted to the
engine next to our engine adapter. Power Steering Hose. The operating pressure of the Subaru
power steering pump is very close only slightly below the VW specification. It works fine when
using a set of custom hoses that are available from KEP. If your state does not require a
catalytic converter you can use our exhaust mid pipe and muffler to work with our exhaust
header for OBD1 engines, unless you are running aftermarket electronics. Exhaust mid pipe and
muffler. Auto cooler fittings. The high pressure produced with the higher RPM Subaru engine
tends to blow up the trans cooler, replace the water to oil trans cooler with these simple cooler
fittings, then you are ready to put in an air cooled trans cooler of your choosing. Subaru
vanagon.

